4 October 2016
Dear Parent/Carer
Y12 Immersion Day
At Heanor Gate School we are committed to providing an effective and enjoyable learning experience for our students.
In addition to the hour long lessons where students follow the curriculum in order to make steady progress we are
delivering four Immersion days where more in depth learning can occur over a longer period of time.
On an Immersion Day the school timetable will cease and participating in the Immersion Day will take the place of
attending normal lessons. No learning will be missed as normal lessons will not run, everyone in school will be
participating in the Immersion Day.
Key Stage 5 Immersion Days will give in depth learning experiences to enhance outcomes for all students as well as
providing individual advice and guidance for life after sixth form.
The first immersion day is coming up next week on Wednesday 12 October and the focus will be an Achievement
Mentoring Day. Students will be allocated a 15 minute time slot with their personal tutor and this will allow for an in
depth, personalised discussion to take place regarding their learning and also their current plans for the future. Whilst
students only need to attend school at their allocated time slot, the silent study / resource centre is available should
students wish to engage in private study at any other time in the day.
The following Immersion Day plans are provisional at the moment, but will give you an idea of the themes we will be
offering.





Tuesday 24 January – Trip day DVTA, science, geography, history and business studies. For students who do
not need to attend one of these trips there will be a faculty insight day with the opportunity to look at the
development for subjects post sixth form.
Thursday 4 May – Subject Master class revision sessions.
Tuesday 11 July – University Insight Day, Nottingham University.

Closer to the time, we will be getting in touch again with details about the activities and trips, hopefully this letter will
help you with planning for the year.
Yours sincerely,

Mr M Jones
Vice Principal & Achievement Leader P16

